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**Vancouver Track and Field Strategy Update**
Entered round 3: final recommendations - Released a 21-page document

Some key points
- They now have defined classifications to work with (Recreational, Training, Competitive)
- Vancouver has 1 training track for a population ~630,000 (1:630,000)
- Burnaby has 1 comp and 1 training track for a population ~230,000 (1:120,000)
- Surrey has 3 comp and 1 training track for a population ~550,000 (1:180,000)
- “Work towards providing two training facilities for every 100,000 residents in Vancouver”
- They are looking to develop an even distribution of training and competitive track within the 4 quadrants of Vancouver
- 4 potential training tracks: Eric Hamber, Killarney Park, Point Grey Secondary, and Strathcona Park
- 2 potential competition tracks: Churchill Secondary, and Van Tech Secondary

**BCHS Championships**
Our zone performed very well up in Kelowna for the 3-day track meet with many athletes achieving personal bests.

**BC Endurance Carnival**
Attended the competition which in my mind was a huge success. Thank you to everyone that helped with this meet. It had a friendly chill vibe to it, which was great for spectators. This then ramped up when we went into the 10,000m championships which were thrilling to watch.